
Senior Photo Session
B R E N D A  T H O M P S O N  P H O T O G R A P H Y

Recommendations
YOU'RE BOOKED!

   You've taken the first step for
your senior pictures! GREAT JOB!
So, now what happens? We will
begin to work together to find
the optimal time and locations
for the best outcome for your
photographs. This process will
help us arrive at the top possible
places and lighting to nail these
pictures!

WHAT HAPPENS NOW?



TIPS FOR ATTIRE

     Choosing what to wear for your
senior pictures is a huge decision.
When deciding what to wear, you
want to choose a variety of
clothing that help to define you.
Your favorite shirt, your jersey, your
prom dress or that suit from Easter
are all options. Just think of the
clothing that you feel best when
wearing. Also, you don't need to
shop for new clothes. Pick from the
outfits you already have that you'll
look back on and smile because you
wore them most. Finally, it's always
a good idea to choose at least one
outfit that is a notch above casual
dress. You could pick a
homecoming dress or suit and tie,
something that is semi-formal. You
want to remember this occasion as
one that was special, so special
attire is fitting.
    Also, remember to mix it up and
get second opinions. Don't wear
outfits that are all the same color
or style. Variety is key. Try on each
outfit, and check yourself in the
mirror well before your session. You
can even ask a friend or loved one
their thoughts on your selections.
Too, think about all the details of
your overall look. Do you need a
belt, what jewelry goes with which
outfit? Ask yourself what works best
with each outfit, and then hang all
of your clothing on hangers until
the day of the shoot.       

WHAT TO WEAR

LAYERS

   Layers can provide a quick way
to make different looks. So, layer
up! A jacket, a scarf, a hat can
quickly change one look into
many. Your school jacket or your
cap and gown are another way
to add to an option to an outfit
for a quick change of a look
without adding another outfit to
the mix. Plus, these options are
the perfect choice to capture
your senior year. 

LAYER UP!

What to Wear?
W H A T  T O  W E A R !



   
    Makeup recommendations
are much like clothing tips.
Wear makeup that looks best
for YOU, but remember, senior
pictures are a special occasion.
You want your look to be as
much a reflection of you as
possible but also special
overall. 
     It is recommended to wear a
bit more eye makeup than lip
color. A softer lip is better for
photographs, but a dramatic
eye look is fine. Please note
that makeup that has sunscreen
in it can reflect too much light
in photographs. So, wear
minimal foundation that has
sunscreen for the shoot. Also,
bright eye shadow can reflect
light, so too, wear it sparingly.
     Finally, wearing concealer is
a good idea for imperfections
of the skin. Lightly cover any
areas that might snow up in
photographs. Photoshop can
help in removing imperfections
but can be costly and time-
consuming. Covering areas
prior to the shoot can save time
and money.
   

MAKEUP & HAIR
MAKEUP

Hair & Makeup
 



HAIR
     Hair should be
controlled in such
a way that there
are not a lot of
fly-aways.
Hairspray, hair oil
and wax can help
soften the look of
the hair and
make for better
photographs.
 



    Make sure clothing is ironed
and wrinkle-free. Wrinkles show
up in photographs and cannot
always be photoshopped away.
The BEST way to make certain
clothing looks wrinkle-free is to
wear clothing that IS wrinkle-
free. As clothes may become
wrinkled in travel, bringing
clothing with you to change into
is an option. Wrinkles can ruin a
good look; don't let them.
     Also, check clothing for
imperfections such as stains,
holes, loose threads and lint. The
smallest imperfections can show
up in a photograph and can take
away from the overall look.
Forethought is the surest way to
make certain clothing looks its
best.
    Lastly, remember to check
appearances in between
different poses.  Ask the
photographer for her mirror to
check your appearance regularly. 

FINAL TOUCHES

OVERALL APPEARANCE

SOME FINAL TIPS TO TAKE WITH YOU

Bring warm clothes or layers. You never know what the weather will be and
being prepared is a good idea.

Bring comfy shoes. You can slip on a pair of dress shoes or heels quickly, but
you never know when the terrain may be tough to travel in the wrong pair of
shoes.

Bring anything that makes you feel comfortable - your pet, your phone, your
best friends - it's your session!

Bring any ideas of inspiration you have with you. Whether it's a Pinterest
Board or something you saw on Facebook, bring it. We can use it as a
springboard for your pictures. 

Last but not least of all, arrive on time and ready to rock!



LET'S DO THIS
You may reserve your session today in several ways. You may also book
online by going to www.brendathompsonphotography.com and clicking on
Booking. You may call and make an appointment today and then pay the day
of your session. Cash, check, credit/debit card, Facebook Pay, Venmo and
PayPal are all accepted forms of payment. 
We look forward to serving you!

SESSIONS


